February 1, 2012

Call for Translators

KJSNA is currently accepting nominations for a translation project from German into English related to Karl Jaspers, *Psychologie der Weltanschauungen*. Nomination is open to any scholar fluent in German and English, basic academic knowledge of philosophy and psychology, and with research interest in the works of Karl Jaspers.

Additional desirable qualifications are

- knowledge of continental philosophy
- published translations from German to American English
- maternal American English speaker or close collaboration with such

Standard compensation for translation projects can be assumed and will be determined by the publisher and KJSNA prior to commencement. The publisher as negotiated will provide all funds. Membership in KJSNA is required for the duration of the project.

Application materials include a letter of interest, translation history, and translation samples from the sources specified below. **Send your materials to the project coordinator, Dr. Helmut Wautischer (helmut.wautischer@sonoma.edu).**

**SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS JUNE 30, 2012**


Second sample from Kapitel III Das Leben des Geistes, section Einleitung 2.3 Einzelne Grenzsituationen, "Das Allgemeine der Grenzsituationen … Die einzelnen Situationen sind jetzt zu entwickeln:" pp. 256-7.